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ABSTRACT

The Viewpoints AI installation [2, 3] attempts to create an
interactive movement-based art experience that has almost
no predefined instantial content. As opposed to focusing on
designer-created content that reflects their specific view of
an interactive experience, we have instead created a
movement-based play space where interactors can freely
dance with a virtual AI-based character named VAI,
teaching it as they interact. VAI analyses interactor
movements through procedural representations of the
Viewpoints movement theory (from theatre and dance) [1]
and improvises responses as an equal collaborator from its
past experience with people. VAI uses this procedurally and
experientially realized content to present an engaging
movement-based experience that any audience member can
walk up to and immediately begin dancing with.

Figure 1: The Viewpoints AI installation.

experience. Interactors can walk up and improvise a
movement-based narrative with a virtual AI-based character
named VAI. It does this by utilizing Viewpoints movement
theory [1] in order to systematically analyze rhythmic
movement in terms of various Viewpoints dimensions.
These include properties of the movement such as tempo,
energy and smoothness among various others. These allow
VAI to both find appropriate responses as well as to
transform the remembered movements along Viewpoints
dimensions for coherent novelty.

The Viewpoints AI installation uses shadow theatre as
inspiration for creating a liminal space for the projected AI
character and an interactor’s shadow to co-exist within a
real / virtual space. Interactors step in front of a spotlight
that projects their shadow onto a large muslin screen. VAI
is also projected onto that same space. Viewpoints AI, thus
builds on ancient and new media forms, creating an
experience that is a playful - but coherent - expression
between both the interactor and VAI.

THE VIEWPOINTS AI INSTALLATION

The Viewpoints AI installation projects the VAI avatar onto
a screen and simultaneously casts the human interactor’s
shadow onto the same screen. This can be done in two
ways. Using a point source of illumination in order to cast
an analog shadow onto the projection screen, and rendering
a digital shadow captured by the installation’s Microsoft
Kinect depth sensor. The analog shadow theatrical version
is described in this article.
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The installation uses a translucent screen in order to frontproject the virtual character from the direction of the
audience and rear-project the analog shadow from behind
the screen. The usage of both sides of the projection screen
presents the audience (and the interactor) with an
unobstructed view of the human’s shadow and virtual
character interacting on screen. Figure 1 illustrates the
installation in this configuration. In this version of the
installation, audience members view the installation from
the front and interactors walk behind the screen in order to
interact with VAI using their shadow.
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INTRODUCTION

The Viewpoints AI installation [2, 3] is both an audiencefacing performance piece and a participatory interactive
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Interactors can improvise dance or rhythmic movement
with VAI by doing repeated rhythmic movements (Figure
3). The interactor’s movements are captured using a
Microsoft Kinect depth sensor that is placed either behind
the interactor or in front of the interactor depending on the
configuration. This depth sensor captures the interactor’s
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Figure 2: VAI providing a novel offer to the interactor.

Figure 3: VAI improvising dance with an interactor.

developing AI-based technologies for interactive narrative
such as IDA, ISAT, and the Digital Improv Project. Dr.
Magerko's research in digital media lives within the space
of computation, creativity and cognition, which delves into
understanding more about humans as creative beings to
enable the creation of new digital media experiences. He
has been PI on over $2 million of federally-funded research
and has authored over 60 peer reviewed articles related to
creativity and computation. His work has been featured in
such venues as the Chicago Improv Festival, The Tech Arts
Festival at Georgia Tech, the DAEL Window Project in
downtown Atlanta, and at multiple AI conferences (e.g.
AAAI and AIIDE).

movements and VAI derives additional Viewpoints
information about the movements. This Viewpoints
information captures a subset of the Viewpoints dimensions
of tempo, duration, repetition, spatial relationship, gesture,
topography, and shape. VAI starts responding by mirroring
the human’s movements in real time. When the human
attains a detectable rhythm, VAI’s heart will start to glow in
time. It learns that rhythmic movement.
It can then choose to respond to the interactor’s movement
(Figure 2) by choosing from a number of strategies or
response modes. These include repetition of the interactor’s
movement, transformation of the interactor’s movement
using Viewpoints information or acontextual functional
transformations, novel movement remembered from
memory (using Viewpoints information to ensure similarity
and appropriateness), interaction pattern application, and
emotional responses. Interaction pattern application refers
to usage of action - response pairs that VAI learns from
observing how interactors respond to its own movements.
Emotional responses refer to emotionally coherent reactions
to portrayed emotional content detected in the interactors
movements, such as responding with fear when portrayed
anger is detected in the interactor’s movement.
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Responses are then executed by VAI for as long as the
interactor keeps moving in rhythm. When the interactor
stops moving or changes to another rhythm, VAI responds
accordingly. VAI itself, is visualized as a sentient cloud of
fireflies or motes of light. VAI’s visualization changes
according to the various Viewpoints information, for
example the color changes according to the energy of
VAI’smovement.
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